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On May 14, 2020, Leadership Team met to discuss Hope and circumstances we find ourselves living through in this time of the
coronavirus pandemic. Thanks to the members who have continued to mail their tithes and offerings to the church we are financially sound at
this time. Participation in our internet Zoom interactive service is nearly the same as if we had gathered in person to worship together. Many
are watching our service on the website or facebook. Our leadership is committed to reaching everyone we can, in every way we can, the best
way we can. As your pastor, I have visited by phone or in person with most of our folks who are not worshipping with us online. I do my best to
observe safe practices as I go about my ministry with you. Our buildings are only open by appointment and are otherwise locked. Margaret and
I work together only minimally as we follow the governor's and bishop's guidelines for safety. Please make an appointment if you would like to
see us to insure that we will be there. Please use the hand sanitizer and wear a mask as well as staying socially distant.
Leadership voted to continue worship by Zoom for now and to resume in church worship on July 5, 2020, if circumstances indicate we
may do so safely and supplies necessary to insure everyone's safety are available. We will re-evaluate this decision when we hold our June
meeting. I have included the Bishop's guidelines for ministry during the coronavirus pandemic. Please make time to read them.

Pastor Kris Frank

Birthday Greetings from the children of Eldon Stall.
We had hoped to have a nice celebration for our day for his 90th birthday, circumstances beyond our control prevented that from happening. We wanted to let you know that you were among the friends that our parents wished could attend. Please let Eldon know that you are
thinking of him! You can send him a card at Arlington Place # 113, 101 NE 5th Street, Pocahontas, IA 50574. Thank you, David and
Jody, Diane and Ken, Dan and Donna, Duane and Janie, Daryl.

Thank You! Thank You! Thank You!
Thank you to all who have mailed your offerings to the church. Please continue to financially support your church as none of our
bills have stopped. We still have utilities, salaries, insurance, ant other expenses.
Please send your checks to Hope UMC, PO Box 116, Pocahontas, IA 50574.

Help! Help! Help!
Although we do not know when we will be having "in church" worship, we do know that face masks will be
required for worshipers. Please let the office know if you would be willing to make and donate masks to the church. Most people
will bring their own. We do not want to turn away anyone because they forgot or do not have a mask.
Thank you for your help, Pastor Kris.

Rethink Gifting Lottery Tickets
Purchasing a lottery ticket as a gift may come with some unintended consequences. Lottery scratch tickets have been shown to present a
possible gateway to other gambling activities. A large number of young people report their first gambling experience occurs around 9-11 years
of age and approximately 80% of high-school aged adolescents report having gambled for money during the past year. Research shows that
early childhood gambling experiences, including those with lottery products, can be a risk factor for gambling problems later in life. Gifting
lottery tickets to adults is not always harmless either. You may not know if someone had a gambling problem, and gifting them a lottery ticket
may cause more problems or reintroduce them to gambling behaviors they have previously conquered.
You may wonder, “How can someone be addicted to something that’s not a substance?” Gambling can cause the same effects in the brain as
drinking or other substance use. It can alter mood, which makes the gambler want to keep repeating behavior. Similar to any substance use,
gamblers builds tolerance, meaning it takes more gambling to achieve same effect as before. Some common signs and symptoms of gambling
include things such as lying, chasing loses, borrowing excess amounts of money or borrowing frequently, being obsessed with gambling or
betting, or gambling to forget. Problem gambling is not without consequences, similar to substance use disorder, gambling has several
consequences. Bankruptcy, unemployment, increased drug and alcohol abuse, poor mental and physical health, and forced home sales are just a
few of the consequences gambling can cause. Often time’s handwritten cards with favorite memories or a little cash will be received with more
appreciation and will be a gift everyone can feel good about! Contact Community and Family Resources at (866) 801-0085 or visit cfrhelps.org
for more information.

